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Abstract—In this paper, spatial modulation (SM) is introduced
to layered division multiplexing (LDM) systems for enlarging the
spectral efficiency (SE) over broadcasting transmission. First,
the SM aided LDM (SM-LDM) system is proposed, in which
different layered services utilize SM for terrestrial broadcasting
transmission with different power levels. Then a SE analysis
framework for SM-LDM systems is proposed, which is suitable
for the SM-LDM systems with linear combining. Moreover,
the closed-form SE lower bound of SM-LDM systems with
maximum ratio combining (MRC) is derived, which is based
on this framework. Since the theoretical SE analysis of single
transmit antenna (TA) LDM systems with MRC and spatial
multiplexing (SMX) aided LDM systems with MRC lacks a
closed-form expression, the closed-form SE is also derived for
these systems. Monte Carlo simulations are provided to verify
the tightness of our proposed SE lower bound. Furthermore,
it can be shown via simulations that our proposed SM-LDM
systems always have a better SE performance than single-TA
LDM systems, which can even outperform the SE of SMX aided
LDM (SMX-LDM) systems.
Index Terms—Layered division multiplexing (LDM); Spatial
modulation (SM); terrestrial broadcasting transmission; spectral
efficiency (SE).

I. I NTRODUCTION
AYERED division multiplexing (LDM) technology is recently proposed to satisfy the rapidly increasing spectral
efficiency (SE) demand of digital terrestrial television (DTT)
transmission, which has been accepted in the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) 3.0 standard [1]–[6]. As a
non-orthogonal multiplexing technology, LDM simultaneously
transmits different layered services at different power levels.
Comparing with traditional time division multiplexing (TDM)
and frequency division multiplexing (FDM), LDM has a higher
SE, which is benefited from power allocation of different
services [5]. Since different layers share the main part of
physical layer modules, the LDM system only has a slightly
higher complexity than the FDM or TDM system [3].
For LDM systems, in most instances there are two layers,
i.e., the upper layer (UL) and the lower layer (LL), and the UL
is allocated with a higher power level than the LL [4]. The UL
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delivers low data rate service for mobile receivers, and the LL
delivers high data rate service for fixed receivers. Therefore,
the UL and the LL are also referred to as mobile layer (ML)
and fixed layer (FL), respectively. When detecting the ML
service, the FL service is treated as additional interference,
and when detecting the FL service, the ML service need to be
cancelled first [6].
Spatial modulation (SM) is proposed as a novel architecture
of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, which
only activates one transmit antenna (TA) for delivering the
constellation symbol in each time slot with only one radio
frequency (RF) chain [7] [8]. Therefore, the information can
be transmitted from both the spatial domain and constellation
domain, and SM systems can achieve a better energy efficiency
(EE) than traditional MIMO systems. In addition, with only
one TA active in each time slot, SM has a more relaxed
inter-antenna-synchronization (IAS) than traditional MIMO
systems, and SM has no inter-channel interference (ICI) [8].
In broadcasting transmission scenarios, the cross-polarized
2 × 2 MIMO has been adopted in many standards, such as the
Digital Video Broadcasting-Next Generation Handheld (DVBNGH) [9], ATSC 3.0 [10] and the extension of the Integrated
Services Digital Broadcasting-Terrestrial (ISDB-T) [11]. For
next generation broadcasting system, the MIMO with more
than 2 TAs has also been researched [12]–[14], and the MIMO
precoding schemes are also introduced [14] [15]. Even massive
MIMO is investigated in terrestrial broadcasting systems [16].
SM systems are also introduced to obtain a better trade-off
of SE and EE for broadcasting transmission [17] [18]. More
specifically, in [17], SM is combined with massive MIMO and
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) in high
speed train systems, and in [18], a block-sparse compressive
sensing (BS-CS) based method is proposed for detection of
GenSM with NOMA in terrestrial return channel.
For LDM technology, traditional MIMO scheme, including
Alamouti coding and spatial multiplexing (SMX), has been
adopted to improve system performance [5], and LDM combining with the multi-RF channel technology time frequency
slicing (TFS) is also analyzed [19]. Since SM and LDM
both need less RF chains, and SM can improve the SE by
transmitting additional information via spatial domain, it is
of great significant to investigate the SM combining with
LDM. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no
research about the SM system combined with LDM system.
Therefore, in this paper, we combine the SM system with a
two-layer LDM system, which is denoted as the SM aided
LDM (SM-LDM) system. In this SM-LDM system, both
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the ML service and FL service utilize SM for terrestrial
broadcasting transmission. The SE analysis framework of SMLDM systems with linear combining is also proposed, and
the closed-form SE lower bound of SM-LDM systems with
maximum ratio combining (MRC) is derived by calculating
out the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) value.
We show simulation results that the SM-LDM system can
achieve a quite efficient SE gain with not so low SNR. In
addition, since the derived SE of single-TA LDM systems with
MRC and SMX aided LDM (SMX-LDM) systems with MRC
lack the closed-form expressions [4] [5], we also derive the
closed-form SE of these systems.1
The organization of this paper is summarized as follows.
In Section II, the system model of our proposed SM-LDM
is introduced. In Section III, the SE analysis framework of
SM-LDM systems with linear combining is proposed. In
Section IV, the closed-form SE lower bound of SM-LDM
systems with MRC is derived by calculating out the SINR.
Section V presents the Monte Carlo simulation results to show
the tightness of our proposed SE lower bound of SM-LDM
systems with MRC, and the comparison between SM-LDM
systems and other LDM schemes are also provided in this
section. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
Notations: In this paper, the uppercase and lowercase boldface letters represent matrices and column vectors, respectively. The operators |·|, (·)T , (·)H and ∥(·)∥ indicate the absolute
function, transposition, conjugate transposition and Frobenius
norm, respectively. The abbreviations det(A) and A(i, j)
denote the determinant of matrix A and the component of
A in i-th row and j-th column, respectively. The abbreviation
diag(x) represents a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements
x. P(·) denotes the probability density function, CN (µ, Σ)
denotes a circularly symmetric multi-variate complex Gaussian
distribution with mean µ and covariance Σ, and CN (x; µ, Σ)
denotes the probability density function (PDF) of the random
vector x ∼ CN (µ, Σ). Besides, the abbreviation Eh {·}
represents taking expectations over random realizations of the
vector h.
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Fig. 1. Transmitter and receiver for the two-layer SM-LDM system.

Besides, aml = [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]T ∈ CNt ×1 and afl =
[0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]T ∈ CNt ×1 denote the active antenna of
ML and FL, respectively. Aided by SM property, only one
element of aml or afl is equal to 1, which represents the active
antenna.
Then the injection level, IL, is introduced to control the
power allocation between the two layers [5]. For SM-OFDM
scheme, each subcarrier relies on one TA [17], so each
constellation symbol in frequency domain is allocated with
one active antenna. After that, since each layer needs one RF
chain for transmitting the SM symbol, for the two-layer SMLDM transmitter only two RF chains are enough. Therefore,
in our proposed two-layer SM-LDM system, the transmitted
symbol in frequency domain can be denoted as follows:
√
√
x = ρml xml + ρfl xfl ,
(2)
where ρml and ρfl denote the transmit power of ML and FL,
respectively. Since the ML is allocated with a higher power
than FL, we have:
ρml + ρfl = Pu , ρml /ρfl = IL, IL > 0 dB,

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this paper, a two-layer SM-LDM downlink model for
terrestrial broadcasting transmission is introduced, which can
also be easily extended to a multi-layer SM-LDM downlink
model. As shown in Fig. 1 (a), at the transmitter, first the SM
transmitting symbols of ML and FL are separately generated in
frequency domain. Therefore, after the ML SM mapper and
FL SM mapper, the ML and FL SM symbols in frequency
domain, i.e., xml ∈ CNt ×1 and xfl ∈ CNt ×1 , can be denoted
as follows:
xml = sml aml , xfl = sfl afl ,
(1)
where Nt represents the number of TAs, and sml and sfl
denote the constellation symbols of ML and FL, respectively.
1 In broadcasting system, since the transmission power is relatively high, it is
difficult to split power to feed different TAs. However, the specific hardware
implementation is not involved in this paper, so this effect is beyond the
scope of this paper. Besides, some MIMO precoders are also investigated in
next generation broadcasting system, which also involve the power allocation
between different TAs [14] [15].

(3)

where Pu denotes the total transmit power.
At the mobile receiver, as shown in Fig. 1 (b), the FL
symbol is regarded as additional interference, and we denote
Nrm as the number of receive antennas (RAs) in ML. Thus
the received symbol can be denoted as follows:
√
√
yml = Hml ( ρml xml + ρfl xfl ) + nml ,
(4)
where Hml ∈ CNrm ×Nt represents the frequency-domain
channel matrix between the transmitter and the ML receiver.
Assuming a Wide Sense Stationary (WSS) Rayleigh fading
channel [4], each element of Hml is an independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variable with
mean 0 and variance 1. In addition, nml ∈ CNrm ×1 denotes
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of ML with
2
2
nml ∼ CN (0, σml
I), and σml
is the noise variance of ML.
At the fixed receiver, Nrf denotes the number of RAs, and
the received symbol can be denoted as follows:
√
√
(5)
yfl = Hfl ( ρml xml + ρfl xfl ) + nfl ,
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where Hfl ∈ CNrf ×Nt is the channel matrix between the
transmitter and the FL receiver in frequency domain, which
can also be assumed as a WSS Rayleigh fading channel, so
each element of Hfl is i.i.d. Gaussian random variable with
Hfl (i, j) ∼ CN (0, 1). nfl ∈ CNrf ×1 is the AWGN of FL with
nfl ∼ CN (0, σfl2 I), and σfl2 is the noise variance of FL. The
ML noise always has a higher power level than the FL noise,
2
and thus we have σml
> σfl2 .
When detecting the symbols of FL, as shown in Fig. 1 (b),
before detecting the FL signal, the ML signal is cancelled first.
In the typical ATSC 3.0 scenarios, the FL always has a much
higher signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) than that of ML [4], so
we assume the perfect ML signal cancellation. However, after
the perfect ML signal cancellation, the cross-layer interference
(CLI) still might be introduced because of the non-ideal channel estimation (CE). Fortunately, since a properly designed CE
module can provide a CE mean square error (MSE) lower than
−30 dB [6], the CLI is not explicitly considered [5]. Therefore,
after the ML signal cancellation, the received symbol of FL
can be denoted as follows:
√
yfl = ρfl Hfl xfl + nfl ,
(6)
and the following SE analysis of FL is also based on (6).
It should be noted that, for both Hml and Hfl , the TA
correlation is not considered. This assumption is the same as
that in [5], and [5] investigates the channel capacity of LDM
over MIMO transmission. This is because there are only 2 or
4 TAs in this two-layer SM-LDM system, and the half-wave
antenna spacing is assumed for a moment. This assumption is
not entirely practical, and the TA correlation will be considered
in future work.
III. SE A NALYSIS F RAMEWORK
In this section, the SE analysis framework for SM-LDM
systems with linear combining is separately proposed for ML
and FL. Besides, the SE analysis frameworks for single-TA
LDM systems and SMX-LDM systems are also proposed. In
our proposed SE analysis frameworks, the SINR determined
by specific combining schemes is the only variable. By substituting the derived SINR into the SE analysis framework, the
closed-form SE can be formulated. Moreover, our proposed SE
analysis framework can be easily extended to the multi-layer
SM-LDM systems.

∑Nt

γfl,m = 1, P(γml,n = 1) = P(γfl,m = 1) = N1t and
t −1
P(γml,n = 0) = P(γfl,m = 0) = NN
. In addition, hml,n ∈
t
Nrm ×1
C
denotes the n-th column of Hml .
With linear combining, gml,n is denoted as the combining
vector for the n-th TA in ML. Therefore, the SINR corresponding to the n-th TA of ML, i.e., SINRml,n can be lower
bounded as (7), which can be proved from a direct application
of [20, Lemma 1]. In (7), the numerator denotes the received
power of the needed n-th transmit symbol in ML. The first
two terms of the denominator in (7) represent the received
power of other transmit symbols in ML, i.e., the inter-antennainterference (IAI) introduced by ML. The third term of the
denominator in (7) denotes the received power of transmit
symbols in FL, which can be regarded as the interference
introduced by FL. The forth term of the denominator in (7)
represents the influence of AWGN.
Aided by the SINR expression in (7), an additive noise
approximation can be introduced to (10), and (10) can be
transformed as follows:
m=1

ŷml = xml + wml ,

where ŷml ∈ CNt ×1 represents the equivalent received symbol
in ML, and wml ∈ CNt ×1 is a circularly symmetric complexvalued Gaussian noise, whose mean is 0 and the covariance
matrix is denoted as follows:
{
}
H
E wml wml
= diag

yml

+

n=1
Nt
∑

√
ρfl sfl,m γfl,m hml,m + nml ,

(10)

m=1

where sml,n ∼ CN (0, 1) and sfl,m ∼ CN (0, 1) denote the
Gaussian inputs of ML and FL, respectively. γml,n and γfl,m
represent the activity of the n-th TA for ML∑
and m-th TA
Nt
for FL, respectively. Aided by SM property,
n=1 γml,n =

1
1
,...,
SINRml,1
SINRml,Nt

}

I (ŷml ; xml ) = I (ŷml ; aml ) + I (ŷml ; xml |aml ) .

.

(12)

(13)

Then aided by SM principle, in SM-LDM systems, the SE
of ML with linear combining can be derived, and Theorem 1
is introduced.
Theorem 1: The downlink SE of ML in SM-LDM systems
with linear combining can be lower bounded as (9), where
Σml,n can be denoted as follows:
{

Nt
∑
√
=
ρml sml,n γml,n hml,n

{

Thus the mutual information (MI) can be divided into the
spatial-domain MI and constellation-domain MI, which can be
denoted as follows:

A. Analysis for ML
The received symbol of ML in (4) can be transformed as a
vector form, which is denoted as follows:

(11)

Σml,n = diag

1
1
, ...,
SINRml,1
SINRml,Nt

}
+ Nt diag{âml,n },

(14)
and âml,n represents the n-th column of an Nt -by-Nt identity
matrix INt .
Proof: When the active antenna of ML is determined,
the constellation-domain MI in (13) can be quantified by
Shannon’s continuous-input continuous-output channel (CMCC) capacity [21], and thus we have:
I(ŷml ; xml |aml ) =

N
1 ∑t
log (1 + Nt SINRml,n ).
Nt n=1 2

(15)
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SINRml,n =

Nt
∑
n′ =1

ρml
Eh
Nt

{

H
gml,n
hml,n′

{

1
I (ŷml ; xml ) =
Nt

Nt
∑

2

}

−

ρml
Nt

m=1

log2 (1 + Nt SINRml,n ) +

n=1

1
I (ŷml ; xml ) = log2 (Nt ) − Nt +
Nt
lb

{ H
}2
Eh gml,n
hml,n
,
{
}
Nt
{ H
}2
{
∑
2
2}
ρfl
H
2
Eh gml,n
hml,n
+
E
g
h
+
σ
E
∥g
∥
ml,m
ml,n
h
h
ml,n
ml
Nt
ρml
Nt

{

Nt
∑

[

(

Ey∼CN (0,Σml,n ) log2

n=1
Nt
∑

log2 (1 + Nt SINRml,n ) −

n=1

Nt
∑

[
log2

Nt
∑

n′ =1

n=1

According to the definition of MI in (8), the spatial-domain
MI term in (13) can be denoted as follows:

1
Nt

P(y|âml,n )
∑Nt
′
n′ =1 P(y|âml,n )

(7)

)]}

det (Σml,n )
det (Σml,n + Σml,n′ )

,

(8)

]}
,

(9)

where P(ŷml |âml,n ) = CN (ŷml ; 0, Σml,n ) is a likelihood
function.
In (16), the term T1 can be directly calculated out as follows:
∑Nt
(17)
T1 = −Nt log2 (πe) − N1t n=1
log2 (det(Σml,n )).

Therefore, by substituting (15) and (20) into (13), the SE
lower bound of ML can be formulated as (9), which completes
this proof.
Therefore, with a specific linear combining algorithm, the
closed-form SINR in (7) can be derived, and then aided by
Theorem 1, the theoretical value of ML SE in (9) can be
formulated.
From the proof of Theorem 1, it can be shown that the gap
between the theoretical SE and SE lower bound comes from
the approximation of spatial-domain MI. More specifically, the
Jensen’s inequality is applied in (18) for deriving the closedform lower bound of T2 , i.e., the second term of spatialdomain MI. Since the approximation of Jensen’s inequality
introduces the MI loss, a constant shift is applied to ensure an
unbiased lower bound of spatial-domain MI in (20).

However, the term T2 lacks a closed-form solution, so the
Jensen’s inequality is introduced for approximation as follows:

B. Analysis for FL

I(ŷml ; aml ) = T1 − T2
∫ ∑
Nt
1
=
P(ŷml |âml,n ) log2 P(ŷml |âml,n )dŷml −
Nt
n=1
[
]
∫ ∑
Nt
N
1
1 ∑t
P(ŷml |âml,n′ ) dŷml ,
P(ŷml |âml,n ) log2
Nt
Nt ′
n=1
n =1
(16)

T2 ≤
1
Nt

Nt
∑

[

Nt
∑

∫

]

1
P(ŷml |âml,n )P(ŷml |âml,n′ )dŷml
Nt ′
n=1
n =1
]
[ N
N
1
∑t
1 ∑t
Nt
=
− Nt log2 π.
log
Nt n=1 2 ′ det(Σml,n + Σml,n′ )
n =1
(18)
log2

By substituting (17) and (18) into (16), the spatial-domain
MI term can be lower bounded as follows:
I(ŷml ; aml ) ≥ log2 Nt
]
[ N
N
∑t
1 ∑t
det(Σml,n )
−
− Nt log2 e.
log
Nt n=1 2 ′ det(Σml,n + Σml,n′ )
n =1
(19)
Moreover, aided by SM principle, when all SINRs of
ML approximate to infinity, the spatial-domain MI of ML
should approximate to log2 Nt . Besides, when all SINRs of
ML approximate to 0, the spatial-domain MI of ML should
approximate to 0. However, the limitations of derived lower
bound in (19) are different, and each limitation lacks a constant
biase. To achieve an unbiased SE lower bound, a constant shift
is applied in (19), and the asymptotically unbiased spatialdomain MI lower bound can be derived as follows:
I(ŷml ; aml ) ≽ log2 (Nt ) − Nt
[ N
]
N
∑t
(20)
det(Σml,n )
1 ∑t
log2
.
−
Nt n=1
det(Σml,n + Σml,n′ )
′
n =1

Aided by (6), the received symbol of FL can also be
transformed as a vector form as follows:
yfl =

Nt
∑
√
ρfl sfl,m γfl,m hfl,m + nfl .

(21)

m=1

For FL, gfl,m represents the linear combining vector for
the m-th TA, and the SINR of the m-th TA can be lowered
bounded as (22). From (22), it can be seen that the numerator
represents the received power of the transmit symbol of the
m-th TA in FL, the first two terms of the denominator denote
the IAI introduced by FL, and the last term of the denominator
denotes the influence of AWGN. Different from the SINR of
ML in (7), for SINR of FL, only the transmit symbols of FL
introduce the IAI, and the transmit symbols of ML have no
influence on the SINR of FL assuming perfect cancellation.
Aided by the ML SE analysis in the proof of Theorem 1,
the downlink FL SE can be lower bounded as (23), where
Σfl,m can be denoted as follows:
}
{
1
1
, ...,
+ Nt diag{âfl,m },
Σfl,m = diag
SINRfl,1
SINRfl,Nt
(24)
and âfl,m denotes the m-th column of INt .
From (9) and (23), it can be shown that SE lower bound
expressions for both ML and FL are almost the same. However, the ML SE is influenced from both ML and FL transmit
symbols, but the FL SE is only influenced by FL transmit
symbols.
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SINRfl,m = ∑
Nt

ρfl
m′ =1 Nt Eh

{

{
I lb (ŷfl ; xfl ) = log2 (Nt ) − Nt +

1
Nt

{ H
}2
ρfl
Eh gfl,m
hfl,m
Nt
}
{ H
}2
2
ρfl
H
gfl,m
hfl,m′
−N
Eh gfl,m
hfl,m
t

Nt
∑

log2 (1 + Nt SINRfl,m ) −

m=1

m=1

C. Analysis for Single-TA LDM and SMX-LDM
For conventional single-TA LDM systems, the SE of ML
can be obtained by substituting Nt = 1 into (9), and the SE
of FL can be obtained by substituting Nt = 1 into (23). Thus
the SE of both ML and FL for single-TA LDM systems can
be derived as follows:
)
)
(
(
ST
ST
ST
,
Rml
= log2 1 + SINRST
ml , Rfl = log2 1 + SINRfl
(25)
ST
where Rml
and RflST represent the SE of ML and FL in
single-TA LDM systems, respectively. In addition, SINRST
ml
and SINRST
fl denote the SINR of ML and FL in single-TA
ST
LDM systems, respectively. The SINRST
ml and SINRfl can be
obtained by substituting Nt = 1 into (7) and (22), respectively.
In single-TA LDM systems, only the constellation symbols
transmit information, so (25) represents the exact value of
SE. The approximation is only conducted when deriving the
spatial-domain MI.
For SMX-LDM systems, since all transmit antennas are
active to transmit constellation symbols, the SE of ML and
FL can be quantified by CMCC capacity as follows:
SMX
Rml

RflSMX

=

=

Nt
∑

(
)
log2 1 + SINRSMX
ml,n ,

n=1
Nt
∑

(
)
log2 1 + SINRSMX
fl,m ,

Nt
∑

(26)

m=1
SMX
where Rml
and RflSMX denote the SE of ML and FL in SMXLDM systems, respectively. Besides, SINRSMX
ml,n represents the
SINR of the n-th TA in ML of SMX-LDM systems, and
SINRSMX
fl,m represents the SINR of the m-th TA in FL of
SMX-LDM systems. Similarly, for SMX-LDM systems, (26)
is the exact value rather than the lower bound, since only the
constellation domain transmits information.

IV. C LOSED -F ORM SE L OWER B OUND WITH MRC
In our proposed SE analysis framework, the SINR values
are related to specific combining algorithms. In this section,
MRC is considered for SM-LDM systems, single-TA LDM
systems and SMX-LDM systems. In addition, the closed-form
SE lower bound for SM-TDM/FDM systems with MRC is also
formulated.
A. SM-LDM
In this subsection, MRC is considered for both ML and FL,
and the SINR values of these two layers are derived as closed
forms. Then substituting the closed-form SINR values into
(9) and (23), the closed-form SE lower bound of SM-LDM
systems with MRC can be formulated.

{
},
+ σfl2 Eh ∥gfl,m ∥2

[
log2

Nt
∑

m′ =1

(22)
]}

det (Σfl,m )
det (Σfl,m + Σfl,m′ )

,

(23)

For MRC, the combining vector of the n-th TA for ML is
the estimated n-th column of Hml , and the combining vector
of the m-th TA for FL is the estimated m-th column of Hfl .
Since the perfect CE is assumed, we have:
gml,n = hml,n , gfl,m = hfl,m .

(27)

Aided by (27), it can be immediately formulated as follows:
{ H
}
}
{
Eh gml,n
hml,n = Eh ∥gml,n ∥2 = Nrm ,
{ H
}
{
}
(28)
Eh gfl,m
hfl,m = Eh ∥gfl,m ∥2 = Nrf .
For the interference terms in ML, if n′ ̸= n, gml,n and hml,n′
are independent, and, thus we have:
{
}
{
}
2
2
H
Eh gml,n
hml,n′
= Eh ∥gml,n ∥ = Nrm .
(29)
In addition, if m = n, gml,n and hml,m are correlated. In
this case, aided by the property of the central complex-valued
Wishart distribution [22], we have:
{
}
{
}
2
4
H
Eh gml,n
hml,m
= Eh ∥hml,n ∥ = Nrm (Nrm + 1).
(30)
By substituting (28), (29) and (30) into (7), the SINR of the
n-th TA in ML with MRC can be formulated as follows:
ρml Nrm
SINRml,n =
(31)
2 .
ρml Nt + ρfl (Nt + Nrm ) + Nt σml
In (31), the numerator denotes the power of the targeted
received symbol of ML, the first term of the denominator
denotes the IAI caused by ML, the second term of the
denominator denotes the interference introduced by FL, and
the last term of the denominator represents the AWGN. In
addition, from (31), it can be seen that increasing the number
of RAs in ML or decreasing the number of TAs can bring a
larger SINR for ML. Besides, although enlarging the transmit
power of ML can also increase the SINR of ML, the SINR
cannot increase indefinitely because of the interference caused
by both ML and FL.
Following from a similar application of SINR derivation in
ML, the SINR corresponding to the m-th TA of FL with MRC
can be derived too, which can be denoted as follows:
ρfl Nrf
.
(32)
SINRfl,m =
ρfl Nt + Nt σfl2
In (32), the numerator represents the power of the targeted
received symbol in FL, the first term and the second term of
the denominator represent the interference caused by FL and
AWGN, respectively. Similarly, increasing the transmit power
of FL can enlarge the SINR of FL. More RAs in FL or less
TAs can also increase the SINR of FL.
Aided by the SINR of ML in (31), the closed-form SE lower
bound for ML in SM-LDM systems with MRC can be derived
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by substituting (31) into (7) and (9). The closed-form SE lower
bound for FL in SM-LDM systems with MRC can also be
derived by substituting (32) into (22) and (23).
B. Single-TA LDM and SMX-LDM
For single-TA LDM systems, the SINR of ML and FL can
be derived by applying Nt = 1 into (31) and (32), respectively.
Thus we have:
ρml Nrm
SINRST
ml =
2 ,
ρml + ρfl (1 + Nrm ) + σml
(33)
ρfl Nrf
SINRST
=
.
fl
ρfl + σfl2
By substituting (33) into (25), the SE exact value of singleTA LDM systems with MRC is derived. Comparing (33)
with (31) and (32), the SINR of ML and FL in singleTA LDM systems is larger than the SINR of ML and FL
for SM-LDM systems, respectively. This is because the IAI
introduced by multiple TAs in SM-LDM system. From (15)
and (25), it can be observed that a larger SINR leads to a
larger constellation-domain MI, so the constellation-domain
MI of single-TA LDM systems is larger than that of SM-LDM
systems. However, the spatial domain can also be utilized
for information transmission in SM-LDM systems, so the SE
comparison between SM-LDM systems and single-TA LDM
systems is conducted in the section of simulation results.
For SMX-LDM systems, to ensure the fairness of the
same transmit power, comparing with SM-LDM systems, the
transmit power of each TA should divide Nt . Thus we have:
ρml Nrm
2 ,
ρml Nt + ρfl (Nt + Nrm ) + Nt2 σml
ρfl Nrf
=
.
ρfl Nt + Nt2 σfl2

SINRSMX
ml,n =
SINRSMX
fl,m

(34)

By substituting (34) into (26), the SE exact value of SMXLDM systems with MRC can also be formulated. From (34),
(31) and (32), it can be seen that for SM-LDM systems
and SMX-LDM systems, the interference terms of both ML
and FL have a same influence on the SINR of ML and FL,
respectively. However, the AWGN terms of both ML and FL
in SMX-LDM systems are larger than those in SM-LDM
systems, which is because the transmit power of each TA in
SMX-LDM systems is smaller than that in SM-LDM systems.
C. SM-TDM/FDM
For SM-TDM/FDM systems, the ML services and FL
services are transmitted separately in time domain or frequency domain. Therefore, in SM-TDM/FDM systems we have
TF
TF
TF
ρTF
ml = ρfl = Pu , where ρml and ρfl represent the transmit
power of ML and FL in SM-TDM/FDM systems, respectively.
Then following from a same analysis of Section III A, the
SE of ML and FL in SM-TDM/FDM systems can be lower
TF
bounded as (35) and (36), where Sml
and SflTF denote the
SE lower bound of ML and FL in SM-TDM/FDM systems,
respectively. The SINR of the n-th TA for ML and the SINR
of the m-th TA for FL in SM-TDM/FDM systems are denoted
TF
as SINRTF
ml,n and SINRfl,m , respectively. With respect to Lml

and Lfl , for SM-TDM systems, Lml +Lfl denotes the total time
duration, and Lml and Lfl are transmission time for ML and
FL, respectively. For SM-FDM systems, Lml +Lfl represent the
total bandwidth, and Lml and Lfl are bandwidth for ML and
FL, respectively. In addition, ΣTF
ml,n can be denoted as follows:
}
{
1
1
ΣTF
, ...,
+ Nt diag{âml,n },
ml,n = diag
SINRTF
SINRTF
ml,1
ml,Nt
(37)
and ΣTF
can
be
denoted
as
follows:
fl,m
{
}
1
1
TF
Σfl,m = diag
, ...,
+ Nt diag{âfl,m }.
SINRTF
SINRTF
fl,1
fl,Nt
(38)
Since ML services and FL services are transmitted separately in SM-TDM/FDM systems, only ML transmit symbols
constitute the IAI of the SINRTF
ml,n , and only FL transmit
symbols constitute the IAI of the SINRTF
fl,m . Besides, for both
transmission of ML and FL, the transmit power need not to
be split. Therefore, it can be easily derived as follows:
Pu Nrm
2 ),
Nt (Pu + σml
Pu Nrf
=
,
Nt (Pu + σfl2 )

SINRTF
ml,n =
SINRTF
fl,m

(39)

and thus the closed-form SE lower bound for both ML and
FL in SM-TDM/FDM systems can also be formulated.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, Monte Carlo simulations are provided to
verify the tightness of the SE lower bound for SM-LDM
systems, and the SE comparison between SM-LDM systems,
single-TA LDM systems and SMX-LDM systems is also
illustrated via simulations. Besides, it should be pointed out
that we set SNR rather than SINR as the as the x-coordinate
in Figures 3-5. This is because the SINR is an intermediate
variable depending on the number of TAs, the number of RAs
and SNR. Thus using the independent variable SNR as the
x-coordinate is more reasonable.
A. Bound Tightness
In this subsection, the tightness of our proposed SE lower
bound for SM-LDM systems is verified. In Fig. 2 (a), Nt = 2,
Nrf = 2, Nrm ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8}, IL ∈ {5 dB, 20 dB} and SNRml =
0 dB are assumed, where SNRml denotes the SNR of ML. In
Fig. 2 (b), we assume Nt = 2, Nrm = 2, Nrf ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8},
IL ∈ {5 dB, 20 dB} and SNRfl = 20 dB, where SNRfl denotes
the SNR of FL. As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed SE lower
bound is relatively tight. Comparing with (8) and (9), it can be
observed that the gap between the theoretical SE and SE lower
bound is from the approximation of spatial-domain MI. In
addition, because of the RA diversity, increasing Nrm and Nrf
can increase the SE of ML and FL, respectively. However, for
both ML and FL, a larger number of RAs brings a larger gap
between our proposed SE lower bound and theoretical SE. This
is because more RAs brings a larger spatial-domain MI, and
the proportion between the lower bound and theoretical value
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TF
Sml

SflTF





(
)
Nt
Nt
Nt


(
) ∑
∑
det ΣTF
Lml
1 ∑
ml,n
TF
(
)  ,
=
log2 (Nt ) − Nt +
log2 1 + Nt SINRml,n −
log2 

Lml + Lfl 
Nt n=1
TF
TF
n=1
n′ =1 det Σml,n + Σml,n′




(
)
Nt
Nt
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(
) ∑
∑
det ΣTF
Lfl
1 ∑
fl,m
TF
(
)  ,
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log2 (Nt ) − Nt +
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′
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addition, from both Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, it can be illustrated that
a larger IL brings a higher SE of ML, and a lower SE of FL.
In a word, our proposed SE lower bound of SM-LDM
systems is relatively tight, and the bound and theoretical results
is the same trend. Therefore, this SE lower bound will be
utilized for the SE comparison in the next subsection.
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Fig. 3. The SE performance versus SNR based on simulation results and our
proposed SE lower bound for ML in (a) and for FL in (b).

almost remains unchanged. As the growing of RAs, although
the gap between SE lower bound and theoretical SE becomes
slightly bigger, the SE lower bound and theoretical SE result
also have the same slope.
In Fig. 3, the system configurations include Nt = 2, Nrm =
2, Nrf = 2 and IL ∈ {5 dB, 20 dB}. From Fig. 3 (a), it can
be observed that a larger SNRml leads to a higher SE in ML.
From Fig. 3 (b), although a larger SNRfl can also bring a
higher SE in FL, when SNRfl becomes relatively high, the SE
of FL becomes almost saturated. This is because with quite
high SNR, the IAI mainly brings influence on this interferencelimited system, and MRC cannot eliminate the IAI in FL. In

In this subsection, the SE comparison between different
schemes are proposed via simulations. It should be pointed
out that, Nt denotes the number of TAs in SM-LDM systems
and SMX-LDM systems, but for single-TA LDM systems, we
have Nt = 1. In addition, although in practice for Digital
Terrestrial Television (DTT) the number of TAs in MIMO
is 2 [9]–[11], recently the MIMO systems with more than 2
TAs [12]–[14], even massive MIMO systems have also been
considered in broadcasting transmission scenarios [16] [17].
Therefore, in this subsection, we set Nt ∈ {1, 2, 4}. Comparing
with traditional single-TA LDM system, our proposed SMLDM system is equipped with more TAs and one more RF
chain. Since the cost of TAs is much less than that of RF
chains, the rising cost of the SM-LDM system is rather limited.
In the SMX-LDM system, the number of RF chains is equal
to the number of TAs, so the SM-LDM system has a lower
cost than that of the SMX-LDM system.
From Fig. 4, it can be observed that the SM-LDM system
always has a higher ML SE than that of the single-TA LDM
system in a not so low SNR, which is because the spatial domain transmits extra information. Additionally, our proposed
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SM-LDM system even has a better ML SE performance than
that of the SMX-LDM system in a not so high SNR region.
This is because the SNR for ML transmission is relatively
low, and for fairness the transmit power of each TA in SMXLDM system divides Nt comparing with SM-LDM system.
Therefore, in this case, the AWGN mainly brings influence on
this power-limited system, and the SMX-LDM system has a
much lower SINR than that of the SM-LDM system. So SMLDM system can outperform the SE of SMX-LDM system in a
not so high SNR. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), in a high SNRml , the
SE of the SMX-LDM system with IL = 20 dB is bigger than
that of the SM-LDM system with IL = 20 dB. This is because
with a high SNR and a big IL, the SINRml of the SMX-LDM
system is almost the same as the SINRml of the SM-LDM
system, and in this case the multiple constellation-domain
symbols in SMX-LDM system transmit more information than
the single constellation-domain symbol in SM-LDM system.
In addition, from Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b), it can be illustrated
that increasing Nt can also increase the ML SE in SM-LDM
systems, which is because a larger Nt brings a higher spatialdomain MI. However, for SMX-LDM systems, the SE with
Nt = 4 is smaller than the SE with Nt = 2 when SNR is
low. This is because for fairness, the transmit power of each
TA in SMX-LDM systems divides Nt . From (34) and (31), it
can be seen that comparing with SM-LDM systems, the SE
of SMX-LDM systems is much influenced by growing of Nt
in low SNR region. Besides, it can be shown from Fig. 4 that
in a low SNR, the ML SE of SM-LDM system is almost the
same as that of single-TA LDM system, which means that ML
with low SNR need no multiple TAs. Our proposed SM-LDM
system is more suitable for the not so low SNR.
As shown in Fig. 5, the SM-LDM system still has a higher
FL SE than that of the single-TA LDM system because of the
spatial-domain information. However, as the SNR becomes
larger in FL, the FL SE of the SMX-LDM system exceeds
the FL SE of the SM-LDM system. In other words, the SMXLDM system can have a larger SE than that of SM-LDM
system in a high SNR. This is because with a relatively high
SNR for FL transmission, the IAI rather than the AWGN

0.0

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

2.0

2.4

Spectral Efficiency of FL (bits/s/Hz)

Fig. 6. The SE performance of ML and FL in SM-LDM and SM-TDM/FDM
systems with Nt ∈ {1, 2, 4}, Nrm = 2, Nrf = 2, SNRml = 0 dB and
SNRfl = 20 dB.

mostly influences the SINR. From (34) and (32), in FL, the
IAI terms for both SM-LDM systems and SMX-LDM systems
are similar, and in high SNR region, the AWGN terms for SMLDM systems and SMX-LDM systems almost have the same
influence on SINR. Therefore, with a high SNR in FL, the
SINR of SM-LDM systems are almost the same as the SINR of
SMX-LDM systems. In this case the constellation-domain MI
in SMX-LDM systems is higher than the spatial-domain MI
in SM-LDM systems, so with a high SNR the FL SE of SMXLDM systems is higher than the FL SE of SM-LDM systems.
Moreover, comparing to the system with IL = 5 dB, a larger
SNRfl is needed for the SMX-LDM system with IL = 20 dB
exceeding the FL SE of SM-LDM system with IL = 20 dB,
which is because a larger IL reduces the transmit power in FL.
In addition, for SMX-LDM systems, in low SNR region, the
FL SE with Nt = 4 is lower than that with Nt = 2, but in high
SNR region, the FL SE with Nt = 4 is higher than that with
Nt = 2. This is because in low SNR region, this system is a
power-limited system, but in high SNR region, this system is
an interference-limited system. In Fig. 5, the flattening curves
for FL is caused by the IAI of FL, and this IAI cannot be
eliminated by MRC. Since FL works in a high SNR region, the
SE gain of the SM-LDM system over single-TA LDM system
is fairly considerable, and the proposed SM-LDM system is
pretty suitable in this case.
In Fig. 6, we compare the SE between SM-LDM systems
and SM-TDM/FDM systems with different Nt . It can be
observed that a larger Nt leads to a higher SE, but the SE gain
between Nt = 4 and Nt = 2 is lower than that between Nt = 2
and Nt = 1. This is because although increasing Nt leads to a
larger spatial-domain MI, a larger Nt also brings a larger IAI
in (31) and (32). It can also be illustrated that the SM-LDM
systems can outperform the SE of SM-TDM/FDM systems.
In addition, for FL in SM-LDM systems, when IL is small
enough, decreasing IL can hardly increase the FL SE, which
is because in a small IL, it is a interference-limited system
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for FL. Similarly, when IL is large enough, increasing IL can
also barely increase the SE of ML. Besides, the maximum FL
SE ranges from 1.6 bits/s/Hz to 2.0 bits/s/Hz, which is slightly
low for broadcasting system operation. This is because the IAI
cannot be cancelled by MRC, and employing the combining
algorithms which can eliminate the IAI can enlarge the SE.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a SM-LDM system is proposed to increase the
SE for terrestrial broadcasting transmission. The SE analysis
framework is proposed with linear combining algorithms, and
the closed-form SE lower bound for SM-LDM systems with
MRC are also derived. In addition, for comparison, the closedform SE of traditional single-TA LDM systems and SMXLDM systems is also formulated. Our proposed SE analysis
scheme can also be easily extended to the multi-layer SMLDM systems. Simulation results are provided to validate
the tightness of our proposed SE lower bound for SM-LDM
systems, and SM-LDM systems can outperform the SE of SMTDM/FDM systems and single-TA LDM systems. The SMLDM systems can even have a higher SE than SMX-LDM
systems in low SNR region via simulations.
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